Polytomous disease mapping to detect uncommon risk factors for related diseases.
A statistical model for jointly analysing the spatial variation of incidences of three (or more) diseases, with common and uncommon risk factors, is introduced. Deaths for different diseases are described by a logit model for multinomial responses (multinomial logit or polytomous logit model). For each area and confounding strata population (i.e. age-class, sex, race) the probabilities of death for each cause (the response probabilities) are estimated. A specic disease, the one having a common risk factor only, acts as the baseline category. The log odds are decomposed additively into shared (common to diseases different by the reference disease) and specic structured spatial variability terms, unstructured unshared spatial terms and confounders terms (such as age, race and sex) to adjust the crude observed data for their effects. Disease specic spatially structured effects are estimated; these are considered as latent variables denoting disease-specic risk factors. The model is presented with reference to a specic application. We considered the mortality data (from 1990 to 1994) relative to oral cavity, larynx and lung cancers in 13 age groups of males, in the 287 municipalities of Region of Tuscany (Italy). All these pathologies share smoking as a common risk factor; furthermore, two of them (oral cavity and larynx cancer) share alcohol consumption as a risk factor. All studies suggest that smoking and alcohol consumption are the major known risk factors for oral cavity and larynx cancers; nevertheless, in this paper, we investigate the possibility of other different risk factors for these diseases, or even the presence of an interaction effect (between smoking and alcohol risk factors) but with different spatial patterns for oral and larynx cancer. For each municipality and age-class the probabilities of death for each cause (the response probabilities) are estimated. Lung cancer acts as the baseline category. The log odds are decomposed additively into shared (common to oral cavity and larynx diseases) and specic structured spatial variability terms, unstructured unshared spatial terms and an age-group term. It turns out that oral cavity and larynx cancer have different spatial patterns for residual risk factors which are not the typical ones such as smoking habits and alcohol consumption. But, possibly, these patterns are due to different spatial interactions between smoking habits and alcohol consumption for the first and the second disease.